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THE IMPROVEMENT OF METHOD FOR 
THE MULTI-CRITERIA EVALUATION 
OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 
CONTROL OF THE STRUCTURE AND 
PARAMETERS OF INTERFERENCE 
PROTECTION OF SPECIAL-PURPOSE 
RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Military radio communication systems are the basis of special purpose control systems and the object of the enemy’s 
primary influence. Therefore, the issue of increasing the noise immunity of military radio communication systems is 
important and needs further research. Thus, the object of the research was chosen to be a military radio communica-
tion system. Maintaining a given level of noise immunity for military radio systems is one of the key issues in radio 
resource management, the effective management of which allows the use of the entire suitable frequency range for the 
transmission (reception) of electromagnetic energy by radio electronic devices. A number of works have been devoted 
to the ways search for increasing the noise immunity of military radio communication systems. One such way is to 
develop new (improve existing) approaches for assessing the effectiveness of military radio interference management. 
This work solves the problem of improving the method of multicriteria management effectiveness evaluation of the 
structure and parameters of the military radio systems noise protection.

The scientific problem is solved by the devices of multicriteria estimation of the of noise protection level of the 
military radio communication system, graphic display of the executed and not executed tasks, the aggregation scheme 
of formation of the integrated estimation of noise protection. The research used scientific methods of analysis and 
synthesis, also the theory provisions of signal-code structures and the provisions of the complex technical systems theory.

The peculiarity of the proposed improvement of the methodology is the multi-criteria assessment of the noise 
immunity level of the military radio communication system in the conditions of radio electronic conflict. The pro-
posed technique allows:

– to evaluate the effectiveness of noise protection management;
– to substantiate the optimal configuration of the military radio communication system in solving the problems 

of noise protection management in the conditions of radio electronic conflict;
– to identify the ways to increase noise immunity at the stage of operational management of the military radio 

communication system in the conditions of electronic conflict.
The results of the research should be used in assessing the effectiveness of management of noise protection of 

military radio communication systems and determining the optimal structure and parameters of military radio systems.
Keywords: military radio communication, multicriteria evaluation, radio electronic conflict, destructive influence,  

noise protection, radio resource, signal-code constructions.
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1.  Introduction

Military radio communication systems (MRCS) are the 
basis of special purpose control systems and the primary 
priority of the enemy [1, 2]. Particular attention should 

be paid to the fact that the combat MRCS use takes place 
in conditions of shortage of various resources allocated for 
the organization of radio communication systems, as well 
as in the conditions of the use of radio electronic warfare 
by the enemy. Given all the above, the topical issue is the 
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search for new ways to increase the noise immunity of radio 
communication systems, operating under the influence of 
radio electronic warfare and shortage of radio resources.

The analysis of scientific works [3–5] showed that 
the known scientific researches are directed on adaptive 
management of noise protection devices during destructive 
influence on them by the radio electronic warfare devices.

At the same time, some scientists have conducted re
search [6–8], which is devoted for the MRCS topology 
optimization and choosing the optimal route for information 
transmission in order to maximize the MRCS throughput.

However, the issues of structuralparametric synthesis 
of the MRCS noise protection subsystem under the in
fluence of destabilizing factors remain little studied and 
require further research.

Thus, the object of research was chosen to be a military 
radio communication system. The aim of research is to in
crease the efficiency of the military radio communication 
system by assessing the effectiveness of the interference 
subsystem of military radio communication systems.

2.  Methods of research

The following scientific methods were used in the research:
– analysis method – in the decomposition of destructive 
effects on the noise immunity of military radio commu
nication systems;
– synthesis method – in the development of control 
solutions to increase noise immunity under the influence 
of destructive influences;
– provisions of the signalcode constructions theory –  
while assessing the noise immunity of the radio com
munication system;
– provisions of the complex technical systems theory 
– in the synthesis of the optimal topology of the radio 
communication system.

3.  Research results and discussion

The implementation of the process of managing the 
structure and parameters of noise protection (Fig. 1), with 
individual characteristics in accordance with the changing 
time of the noise situation, requires the feedback orga
nization. Such feedback requires the implementation of 
a process to evaluate the effectiveness of the synthesis 
in accordance with the current situation. The practical 
implementation of this process requires the improvement 
of the method of multicriteria evaluation of the manage
ment effectiveness of the noise protection structure and 
parameters of special purpose radio communication systems.

Thus, the informationcontrol system of response to 
changes in the noise immunity indicator, in relation to which 
the process of structuralparametric synthesis is implemented, 
is subject to evaluation of efficiency. In this case, the evalu
ation procedure has features that should be a requirement 
for the evaluation methodology being developed [9–11]:

1. The evaluation should be carried out according to 
the vector of criteria requirements.

2. The evaluation procedure will be applied to a single 
object – without comparative evaluation with analogues.

3. Evaluation of efficiency should reflect the degree of 
approximation of the noise protection system in terms of 
structure and parameters to the image of the radio commu
nication system, so it has the property of interval evaluation.

Taking into account these features and in accordance 
with the classical scheme of solving the problem of multi
criteria evaluation, there are the necessary steps for imple
mentation:

– establishing a system of criterion requirements for 
efficiency;
– determination of the calculation order of the va
lues characterizing change of the established criterion 
requirements;
– formation of the aggregation scheme of the mathe
matical model definition of efficiency estimation by 
formation of the integrated estimation;
– interpretation of the obtained value of the integrated 
assessment.
The main idea of improving the method of multicriteria 

evaluation of the management effectiveness of the noise 
protection structure and parameters of special purpose radio 
communication systems is to implement the formulated 
requirements in accordance with these stages.

3.1.  Establishing a system of  criterion  requirements  for 
efficiency. For the basic indicators to assess the effectiveness 
of structuralparametric synthesis of the noise protection 
system on the excessive structure of the noise protection 
system will continue to use a criteria system [12]:

t t t
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where tks is the time spent on eliminating the deviation of 
the value of the noise immunity indicator from the nominal;  
Dks is the reliability of decisions formed to eliminate devia
tions of the value of the noise immunity indicator from 
the nominal one; INks is the information redundancy for 
decisionmaking to eliminate deviations of the value of the  
noise immunity indicator from the nominal one.

The performance indicators referred to in (1) are directly 
or indirectly related to the parameters of radio communica
tion devices, namely:

– with a list of the system partial tasks as a whole, 
aimed at eliminating the deviation of the value of the 
noise immunity indicator from the nominal – Tks

S ;
– with a list of information needs to eliminate de
viations of the value of the noise immunity indicator 
from the nominal – Iks

S .
Their relationship in the form of mathematical dependen

cies can be obtained by specifying the type of information 
and control system, tactical and technical characteristics 
and functional purpose of its elements and scope. The 
unifying value of these indicators may be the number of 
used radio communication devices (RCD), and, accordingly,  
the technical monitoring devices (TMD) required for their 
operation, and certain executive elements.

Then, carrying out in some way numerical scaling for 
a sign of noise protection – Pks , it is expedient to enter 
a vector of decisions on elimination of the values devia-
tions of noise protection from nominal – Wr . Graphical 
representation of the vector Wr is shown in Fig. 1, and 
the order of calculation of its numerical measure (length) 
is shown using the expression:

W P T Ir ks W ks W ks Wr r r
= + +2 2 2 .  (2)
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of decision vector on elimination of level 

deviations of the noise protection from nominal

According to the essence of the task of configuring 
the system to respond to deviations in noise protection, 
two concepts should be introduced:

1) the required vector of solutions – WrW, which is 
determined by the noise protection form and characterizes 
the requirements for the configurable system to reflect in 
its structure the current situation;

2) provided solution vector – WrS, which characterizes 
the degree of reflection in the structure of the already 
synthesized system of the situation. In the general case, 
the vectors WrW, WrS will not coincide, which is explained 
by the factors of the two groups. The first should in
clude factors due to the fulfillment of criterion require
ments (1). For example, ensuring the best information 
redundancy of the system for responding to deviations in 
the level of noise protection generates the motion vec
tor of decisions in the plane P Iks ks

S0 , and ensuring the 
highest reliability of decisions – in the plane I Tks

S
ks
S0 .  

The movement of the solution vector in the plane may 
be a consequence of the operation of the system on 
a new (similar to the known) structure of the noise pro
tection system. In this case, the mismatch of the required 
and provided vectors should characterize the area of the 
task, which reflects the deviation of the system. The second 
group of factors of mismatch of vectors WrW, WrS should 
include the causes of three categories: errors, failures,  
external actions.

The first of them includes errors: initial data (mea
surements); system configuration; arising in the work of 
software; generated by staff (operators, executive elements). 
The second category should include failures that occur 
in the work: system equipment (internal and external); 
data transmission channels (from information sources to 
executive elements); power supply systems, etc.

The category «external actions» includes [13]:
– the influence of a complex electronic environment 
on the operation of the system (intentional or un
intentional);
– the actions on the ergatic system component, etc.
Discrepancies of this nature will characterize the area  

of non-performance of the task, which reflects the sys-
tem errors.

The sizes of performance and nonperformance areas 
of a task are defined at a stage of designing a system 
by methods of simulation modeling with the subsequent 
specification at a stage of real system operation.

Graphical representation of the areas of performance 
and nonperformance of the task is presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Graphical display of performance and non-performance  

of the task areas

Fig. 2 has such markings:
– Pks W, Pks S is the feature of the noise protection 
system, established by the system requirements and 
provided by the synthesized system, respectively; 
– Iks W, Iks S is the necessary and provided information 
needs of the system;
– Tks W, Tks S is the necessary and performed by the 
configured system tasks to eliminate the causes of de
viations from the required level of noise protection;
– Ωks is the system deviation. The established co
ordinates form a parallelepiped, hereinafter referred  
to as the parallelepiped of solutions. Restriction «from 
above» of the area of nonperformance of the task is 
conditional. In fact, it is the parameter Ωks that can 
serve as a measure of the performance of the configured 
system (ICC) tasks in accordance with its intended 
purpose.
The magnitude of the deviation of the system is defined 

as the distance between two spatial points with known 
coordinates W T P Iks W ks W ks W; ; ,( )  S T P Iks S ks S ks S; ; ,( )  Fig. 2, ac
cording to the expression:

Ωks ks W ks S ks W ks S ks W ks ST T P P I I= −( ) + −( ) + −( )2 2 2
.  (3)

For a specific system of response to the deviation of the 
required level of noise protection in accordance with (3) 
it is possible to determine the limit values Ωks POR

min  and 
Ωks POR

max  which is the radius of the inner and outer spheres 
centered at the point W. Their surfaces distinguish the 
areas of performance and nonperformance of the target 
task system. Then, the condition for the configured sys
tem to perform deviation elimination tasks will look like:

Ω Ω Ωks POR ks ks POR
min max .≤ <  (4)

The threshold Ωks POR
min  characterizes the situation when 

the minimum noise protection requirements for one reason 
or another are not met by the configured system, and the 
threshold Ωks POR

max  is determined by the potential capabili
ties of the noise protection system for the cluster level.

From Fig. 2, it follows that the area of nonperformance 
of the task system absorbs the area of its implementation. 
In this regard, it can be argued that it is difficult to clearly 
distinguish between the concepts of deviations and errors 
of the system. Therefore, while evaluating the effectiveness 
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of the system configuration results and the possibilities of 
its intended use, the mismatch of vectors WrW, WrS and the 
boundaries of the tasks scope will be analyzed, abstracting 
from the reasons that give rise to them.

3.2.  Determination  of  the  values  calculation  order  that 
characterize the change of the established criteria. The imple
mentation of the process of evaluating the effectiveness is 
carried out using the previously introduced concepts (Fig. 2):  
the coordinates of the parallelepiped solutions, threshold 
values Ωks POR

min , Ωks POR
max  and the deviation of the system Ωks 

with control of condition (3). The sequence of calculation 
of the specified parameters is carried out with the minimum 
requirements to the configurable system:

KS P T Iks ks
KS

ks
KS

min min min min, , ,= { }
in which the implementation of the target task is imple
mented with minimal efficiency.

Formation of the aggregation scheme of the integrated estima-
tion formation is realized with simultaneous calculation of the 
partial indicator values. The calculation of the coordinates of 
the parallelepiped of solutions and the threshold values of the 
deviations of the system configured for the information ma
nagement components (IMC) level is realized in several stages:

1. Finding the sums of significant items of the form 
parameters of the radio communication and weighting fac
tors for them:

T T TA j ks j
ES

ks il
l

Li

= ( )
=
∑

1

,  I I I IA j ks j
ES

ks f
ID

ks ik
k

Ki

= ( )( )
=

∑
1

,

GT T T NA j ks j
ES

ks il kod l
l

Li

= ( )⋅ 
=
∑

1

,

GI I I I NA j ks j
ES

ks f
ID

ks ik kod k
k

Ki

= ( )( )⋅ 
=

∑
1

.  (5)

2. Finding the sums of significant positions for the 
noise protection parameters of their weights:

T T Tks j ks j
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ks il
l
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= ( )
=
∑

1

,  I I Iks j ks j
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ks ik
k
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=
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ks ik kod k
k
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= ( )⋅ 
=

∑
1

.  (6)

3. Finding the sums of significant items of parameters KSmin 
and weights for them. This operation is performed similarly 
to (6) and gives the result – Tks min, Iks min, GTks min, GIks min.

4. From the received parameters partial criterion require
ments and efficiency indicators of the configured system 
are formed:

– Aj is a list of performance criteria for all available 
radio communication devices in quantity NRCD;
– Sj is the list of performance criteria included in the 
configured radio communication system in quantity NRCD

opt ;
– KSi is the generalized values of indicators that cha
racterize the requirements for the system and the level 
of noise protection;
– KS min is the generalized values of indicators that 
characterize the minimum requirements for the system, 
which are determined:
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5. The calculation of the parallelepiped coordinates of 
the solutions according to the initial data (5) is performed 
using a discrete convolution. It happens because of the 
essence of the established criteria and performance indi
cators that reflect the essence of the multicriteria task 
of structuralparametric synthesis of the system of noise 
protection of military radio communication devices. Data 
rationing is implemented to the sum of all values in the 
index j+2 (including data KS i and KS min). Thus, there are 
the parallelepiped coordinates of the solutions:

– for the synthesized system:

T GT Tks S A j A j
j

N ARM
opt

= −( )−

=
∑ 0 0

1

1

1 ,

I GI Iks S A j A j
j

N ARM
opt

= −( )−

=
∑ 0 0

1

1

1 ;  (8)

– for the maximum capabilities of the system, charac
terizing the use of all available RCD:

T GT TS A j A j
j

N ARM

max ,= −( )−

=
∑ 0 0

1

1

1

I GI IS A j A j
j

N ARM

max ;= −( )−

=
∑ 0 0

1

1

1  (9)

– for the minimal capabilities of the system KS min:

T GT TS ks ksmin min min ,= −( )−
0 0

1
1

I GI IS ks ksmin min min ;= −( )−
0 0

1
1  (10)

– for the center of the decision area, defined by the 
requirements of the noise protection system:

T GT Tks W ks i ks i= −( )−
0 0

1
1 ,

I GI Iks W ks i ks i= −( )−
0 0

1
1 .  (11)

Expressions (1)–(11) are in fact a mathematical model 
for evaluating the effectiveness of interference protection 
of military radio communication devices.

6. The received coordinates of decision parallelepipeds 
allow to carry out calculations of deviation of system Ωks 
and threshold values Ωks POR

min ,  Ωks POR
max . It is assumed that the 

presence of a typical situation of deviation in the relevant 
database and its correct identification gives equality of signs: 
Pks W = Pks S = PS min = PS max. Therefore, the procedure for cal
culating these parameters is not given. In the general case:

Ωks por

ks W S ks W S ks W ST T P P I I

min

min min min ,

=

= −( ) + −( ) + −( )2 2 2

Ωks por

ks W S ks W S ks W ST T P P I I

max

max max max .

=

= −( ) + −( ) + −( )2 2 2
 (12)
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3.3.  Interpretation  of  the  obtained  value  of  the  inte-
grated assessment. The results of the calculations allow to 
conclude that it is possible to use a configured system to 
eliminate deviations of the noise immunity level from the 
nominal in the form of a binary characteristic [13–15]:

– «effective» is the condition (4) is fulfilled;
– «ineffective» is the condition (4) is not fulfilled.
The introduction of a detailed scale of efficiency grada

tion for the case of IMC synthesis is impractical.
Based on the above, it can be noted that the essence 

of the improved method of multicriteria evaluation of the 
effectiveness control of the structure and parameters of 
noise protection of special purpose radio communication 
systems is reflected in a set of six steps.

The main advantages of the proposed evaluation metho
dology are:

– it has a flexible hierarchical structure of indicators, 
which allows to reduce the task of multicriteria evalu
ation to one criterion or to use a vector of indicators 
for selection;
– unambiguity of the received estimation of the noise 
protection condition;
– wide scope of use (support and decisionmaking 
systems);
– simplicity of mathematical calculations;
– ability to adapt the system of indicators in the course 
of work.
Restrictions on the use of this technique include:
– need to form and constantly update the knowledge base;
– assessment of the noise protection state occurs with 
delays caused by the need for calculations and delays 
that occur due to the remoteness of the posts of collec
tion and analysis of noise protection from each other;
– for the correct start of work it is necessary to have 
a typical knowledge base of the work region;
– method should not be used in oneparameter as
sessment of noise immunity.
The disadvantages of the proposed method include:
– lower accuracy of assessment for a single parameter 
of noise immunity assessment;
– lower accuracy of estimation in comparison with 
other estimation methods.
Areas of further research will be aimed at developing 

a methodology for intelligent control of interference pro
tection devices of military radio communication systems 
in the context of electronic conflict.

4.  Conclusions

In the course of the research, the method of multicri
teria evaluation of the effectiveness of control over the 
structure and parameters of noise protection of special 
purpose radio communication systems was improved.

The essence of this technique is a multicriteria as
sessment of the management effectiveness of the structure 
and parameters of noise protection of the military radio 
communication system in the context of electronic conflict.

The proposed technique allows:
– to evaluate the effectiveness of noise protection ma
nagement;
– to substantiate the optimal configuration of the mili
tary radio communication system in solving the problems 
of noise protection management in the conditions of 
electronic conflict;

– to identify ways to increase noise immunity at the stage 
of operational management of the military radio communi
cation system in the conditions of radio electronic conflict.
The research results should be used in assessing the ef

fectiveness of noise protection management of military radio 
communication systems and determining the optimal structure 
and parameters of military radio communication systems.
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